PROGRAM OF SPORTS FOR COMING WINTER

Five Branches From Which To Choose--A Chance For Everyone

There are five different sports which the Institute is to be represented this winter. In order that every man may know what the opportunities are, here they are:

1. B. A. A. meet Feb. 12, in the Lawrence Gymnasium in the afternoon.

2. A large number of experiments have been tried in the past and Prof. Bughee now announces that he believes the problem to be solved.

3. The new rink will soon be ready and the hockey team to practice in the gymnasium, as Scarcity of ice will oblige the hockey team to use a condensation of these four volumes (total of pages 915) has been made in the form of a textbook designated particularly to be used in teaching and also available for men who wish a reference book on croc dressing which would give them the main principles and not go into too much detail.

4. Manager Billings has arranged an especially attractive schedule and there will be many good trips.

5. Everything will be, what the course stands for at the present, what opportunities it offers, the kind of life a civil engineer leads, and what is left for the life-work to develop.

In order to obtain the best possible results, every member of the junior class must vote. So far only a few have done so, but let us hope that the rest of them will have enough spirit to visit the polls before four o'clock to-night.

PHYSICAL SOCIETY

Dr. George E. Hale, director of the Mount Wilson Observatory and graduate of the Institute, has consented to give a short talk before the Physical Society on recent work carried on at the observatory. Dr. Hale expects to be in the city for two days only, and in consequence of this fact, the Physical Society will meet on two special occasions, Dec. 9th and Dec. 16th.

The meeting will be held as usual at 4:30 and will be in Room 22, Walker.

CALENDAR

Thursday, December 9.
4:00 Junior Prom, Election Closes.
4:30 Physical Society, 20 Walker.

Friday, December 10.
1:00 1911 Class Meeting in H. L.
4:00 Market Hall Practice.
6:30 Junior Class Dinner.
7:00 Phillips Junior Dinner, American House.
8:00 Friday evening Entertainment.

LACK OF INTEREST IN PROM. ELECTIONS

Polls Close At Four Today--Few Juniors Have Voted Yet